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twitter provides a great channel for disseminating all of the news items which our survey respondents said 
they are most eager to receive:

1. articles of interest in their subject area

2. conference news

3. Special issues

4.  news from the media in the subject area and research debates 

5. calls for papers and job opportunities

ways in which editors can use Twitter

aRTicles tweet exciting, new topical articles published in the journal to increase usage and citations

evenTs tweet about author workshops or conferences that you’ll be attending. use a conference 
hashtag, where available, to make your tweet(s) easy to find for people interested in the conference. 
in our experience, this is an effective way of increasing attendance.

calls FoR papeRs and JouRnal news Share calls for papers and journal features with 
your followers to drive submissions.

coMMunicaTe wiTh poTenTial/exisTinG auThoRs answer queries from the com-
munity about the journal.

Follow conFeRences it is becoming increasingly common for conferences to have an official 
hashtag. conference attendees (and the conference organizers) can use it to tweet about sessions, topics, 
people they have met, etc. and as well as being a way to share with the community who is physically at the 
conference, it also enables those who aren’t able to attend to follow what is going on happening.

indusTRy/Field news tweet about news that you find interesting, such as from the industry, 
journal, other journals, or associations. 

twitter

bRian M. lucey, editor-in-chief of International Review of Financial 
Analysis explains how he uses twitter to build awareness of research and a 
conference: 

‘I have, via media and other work during the crisis, and through being named as 
one of the 100 top finance tweeters by Business Insider, a decent number of 
Twitter followers - 12k. A colleague in the [Trinity College Dublin] business school 
has 23k and he usually RT’s my research related tweets. I use Twitter to notify, 
with the hashtag #irfapapers, of papers in print, interesting papers and calls for 
papers. I also use it to publicise the INFINITI conference which we run with a 
number of Elsevier journals, and to engage in banter and occasional arguments 
about finance, economics and the crisis. It’s a useful channel, especially when you 
have a broad base of followers, as we need to ensure that our research is shown 
to the world. I use Hootsuite Pro to bulk upload and schedule tweets.’
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aleRT us To youR news if you have news items which you would like elsevier  
to disseminate to our followers, tweet it to our corresponding twitter channel by mentioning  
us in your tweet (e.g. new special issue on national context in work-life research in  
@elsevierbiz journal european Management Journal http://ow.ly/pPhKo).

instructions for how to set up a profile and use Twitter

1. Go to www.twitter.com

2.  add your full name, email address and the password you would like to use, and click on the button  
‘Sign up for twitter’

3.  choose a username. twitter will tell you whether the username is already taken. the username will be 
displayed whenever you tweet. when added to www.twitter.com, it will also act as a url to your profile 
on twitter, e.g. www.twitter.com/elSchemistry 

4.  log into your email and confirm your twitter account

5.  Go through the steps of learning how to use twitter (you can select the ‘Skip’ link on all of the following 
steps, if you don’t want to do this immediately.

• Twitter allows you to tweet up to 140 characters

• Follow 5 people. Twitter suggests people you might want to follow, but you can also search by  
username in the search box. recent tweets from these people will start to appear in the feed 

• Follow 5 well known people or companies. These are split into categories to make it easy to find 
accounts you would be interested in. recent tweets from these people will start to appear in the feed 

• Follow 5 people you know by name. Twitter has a useful functionality to help you identify people 
through connecting with your email address, such as hotmail or aol 

• Upload a photo (avatar) for your Twitter feed. On this page, you can also add a short biography  
(up to 140 characters long), in which you might like to state your key interests so that people will 
know what to expect from your tweets and be encouraged to follow you, e.g. transport professor, 
mainly interested in rail policy, management and economics

using Twitter

FollowinG to have someone’s tweets appear in your home feed, follow them by clicking the follow 
button next to their profile photo or on their profile. 

TweeT to write a tweet, click on the blue writing icon in the top right corner of the webpage or in the 
‘compose new tweet…’ box on the ‘home’ page. tweets can be up to 140 characters. 

links in TweeTs if you include a url in your tweet, it will be automatically shortened by twitter to 
a link of 22 characters. these characters are counted in the overall length of 140 characters. 

ReTweeTs (RT) if you read a tweet by someone else that you would like to share with your  
followers, you can retweet it by hovering your mouse over the tweet and clicking on the retweet link. 

ModiFied TweeTs (MT) if you want or need to modify the tweet you are retweeting  
(e.g. to make it shorter), change rt to Mt, which acknowledges that you have modified the original tweet.
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FavoRiTes Marking a tweet as a Favorite allows you to store it for later if you would like  
to read it again. it also automatically sends a notification to the tweeter that you've marked their tweet 
as a favorite. to do this, hover over the tweet and click on the favorite link. 

Replies to reply to a tweet, hover over the tweet and click the reply link.

MenTions if you want to direct a public tweet to a specific person or company, use the ‘@’ symbol 
followed by their name. this acts as a link and will alert them to your message. 

diRecT MessaGe (dM) you can send private messages to specific people or companies as long  
as they follow you on twitter.  to do this, click the envelope icon in the top right hand corner, then click 
‘new Message’ in the pop up box. type in the name of the person you want to message in the box next 
to the icon which looks like an egg. write your message in the main text box, and click ‘Send message’.  
as with standard tweets, these can be up to 140 characters. alternatively, you can write a tweet as normal, 
and precede the twitter handle with the letters dM; for example, dM @transport_els Just saw this article 
i think you might be interested in http://bit.ly/19bQjuy 

hashTaGs hashtags are a way of marking keywords in a tweet, which is done by adding a  
# symbol before the word, for example, the dynamics of #crowdfunding... what makes a successful project?  
ow.ly/rr4lg #business #entrepreneurship.

seaRches to search for hashtags, keywords or people, use the ‘Search’ box in the top right hand side 
of the website.

#FF (Follow FRiday) a common hashtag is #ff which stands for ‘follow friday’. on fridays, many 
twitter users will tweet #ff followed by a list of people they recommend others should follow. to be 
included in an #ff is a compliment, as it acknowledges that other users find your tweets interesting.

unFollowinG people if you no longer wish to see someone’s tweets, you can unfollow them. 
Go to the ‘Me’ page by clicking on the link in the menu across the top left side of www.twitter.com.  
click the ‘following’ link in the menu in the top left, which will bring up a list of all the people you are 
following. hover your mouse over the blue ‘following’ box next to the person you want to unfollow.  
the box will turn red and say ‘unfollow’. click the box. alternatively, if there is a tweet in your home feed, 
click on the user’s name and follow the same instructions regarding ‘following’ box. 

lisTs on twitter, a list is a curated collection of users. you can subscribe to a list in order to receive  
the tweets from everyone in the list in your home feed. you can create your own lists to which others can 
subscribe, for example, a list of key professors and practitioners in a specific topic. find out how to create a list.  

hackinG and phishinG be careful when you click on links, particularly in @mentions and direct 
messages sent to you, especially if you don’t know the person/association tweeting you. as with all online 
activity, there is a risk of phishing scams and hacking. if you receive a tweet or dM from someone/association 
you know, which seems out of character, such as ‘hey is this <url> about you?’ it is best not to click on it, 
as they may have been hacked. 

GlossaRy we recommend twitter’s glossary which explains the key terms and contains links to more 
detailed information.




